SPECIFICATIONS:

ROMAN SHADES

Product Highlights & Considerations

Product Specifications & Limitations

Cassette vs. Classic Roman Shades

Cassette Roman Shades

Cassette Roman shades consist of 4” contoured fabric folds under a matching fabric
covered headrail and bottomrail. Shade is concealed in headrail when raised for a full,
unobstructed view. Smooth, neutral back fabric eliminates cords or strings visible to
the outside when shade is lowered.

Standard Shade

Classic Roman shades feature horizontal ribs that create gentle folds of fabric when
raised. Two different styles to choose from, the Classic Roman Shade is offered in a
traditional flat-fold style or looped style. The flat-fold remains soft, flat and subtle when
the shade is down while the looped style maintains cascading folds of fabric when the
shade is lowered.

Two-on-One Headrail

Minimum width:

12”

Minimum width:

24”

Minimum height:

16”

Minimum height:

16”

Maximum width:*

88”

Maximum width:

96”

Maximum height:

Maximum height:

light filtering fabrics 102”
room darkening fabrics 84”

light filtering fabrics 102”
room darkening fabrics 84”

* Maximum shade width will vary by fabric.

Two-on-One Headrail
Two independently operating shades on one headrail. Recommended for larger
shades. Note: Theere will be a 1/4” light gap between the two shades. Fabric fold
alignment should not exceed 1/4” from panel to panel.
Side by Side Alignment
Blinds hanging side-by-side should be noted at time of order so we can provide
optimum slat alignment (may vary up to 1/4”).

Classic Roman Shades
Standard Shade

Two-on-One Headrail

Minimum width:

15”

Minimum width:

30”

Minimum height:

18”

Minimum height”

18”

Maximum width:*

96”

Maximum width:

96”

Maximum height:

96”

Maximum height:

96”

Visible Fabric Fold
Typically, when Cassette Roman Shades are fully raised, only a portion of the bottom
rail remains visible under the headrail. In some instances, a fabric fold may not be
completely concealed inside the headrail and may be
visible behind the bottomrail. This is a normal and inherent characteristic of this product and not considered a defect.

Continuous Cord Control

Motorized Shade

Minimum width:

15”

Minimum width:

15”

Minimum height:

18”

Minimum height:

18”

Maximum width:*

96”

Maximum width:*

96”

Maximum height:

96”

Maximum height:

96”

Maximum overall size:
* Maximum shade width will
vary by fabric.

LT30 Motor 37 sq ft
Altus Motor 64 sq ft

Top Down/Bottom Up Shade
Minimum width:

18”

Minimum height:

18”

Maximum width:

72”

Maximum height:

96”

Select Classic Roman Shade patterns also available as Panel Tracks.
See Panel Track Specifications for limitations.

